**Forum for Modern Language Studies: Call for Book Reviewers**

Since its foundation in 1965, *Forum for Modern Language Studies* has published articles on all aspects of literary and linguistic studies, from the Middle Ages to the present day. The journal sets out to reflect the essential pluralism of modern language and literature studies and to provide a forum for worldwide scholarly discussion. *FMLS* produces two regular issues plus two special issues per annum. These special issues address topical themes and debates across the journal’s portfolio of languages, literatures and cultures. In each of these issues, the journal publishes a selection of short, descriptive book reviews of titles received by the journal.

If you are currently involved in academic research in any of the journal’s areas of interest and would like to be considered as a book reviewer for the journal, please complete the pro forma below and email it to Dr Claire Whitehead, General Editor Finance and Reviews (cew12@st-andrews.ac.uk):

FMLS Reviewer pro forma:

- Name, including title:
- Email address:
- Institutional Affiliation:
- Postal Address:
- Current research area/interests

Once you have informed the editors of *Forum for Modern Language Studies* of the subject or subjects of interest to you, the editors will add you to the journal’s database of reviewers and you will receive the quarterly list of ‘books received’ from which you can request a book or books for review.

**Instructions for Book Reviewers**

If you see a book, or books, on the ‘books received’ list that you would like to review, please email the Book Reviews Assistant, currently Karunika Kardak, at: revfmls@gmail.com. Please provide the author and title of the book that you would like to review and a postal address to which the book should be sent.

Book reviews for *Forum for Modern Languages Studies* are published anonymously. They should be written in English and be between 250 and 350 words long. Please include your name and email address at the end of the review, so that we can contact you with any queries. Examples of recent reviews can be found online in the current issue of the journal at: [http://fmls.oxfordjournals.org/content/current](http://fmls.oxfordjournals.org/content/current).

Book reviews should be submitted within three months of the book being sent to you. Reviews should be sent as an email attachment (preferably in Word format) to the Book Reviews Assistant at revfmls@gmail.com, with copies to the Book Reviews Editor, Claire Whitehead, at: cew12@st-andrews.ac.uk and to the Production Editor, Mary Rigby at: (mary_rigby20@outlook.com).